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I. Introduction. Statement of the problem.
During the last twenty years there has been a constantly
increasing interest in the establishment and development of libraries
in the schools of the United States. To one who has not been in
touch with the earlier movements for school libraries, this interest
must seem to be of a sudden and amazing growth. Pedagogical and
library periodicals of a quarter of a century ago contain very few
articles on the subject and show little conception of the value of
the school library in contributing to and supplementing the work of
every department. Today these periodicals no longer attempt to
prove that a library is essential or discuss at length the value
to be derived from its use in the English or History Department.
These are accepted facts and arguments are unneeded. We find
instead that our librarians and educators of today are concerned
with the numerous administrative problems which confront the school
librarian, with the qualifications and training which the school
librarian should have, with the question of certification, and the
ways and means by which the library may function still more
effectively in connection with the newer methods in education and
in the newer types of schools.
Before the opening of the first school library there had to
come to school authorities a realization that more books were needed,
and that a well-chosen collection should be placed in the school
building within easy access of teachers and pupils. This idea seems
to have been of slow growth until several factors appeared which
have contributed to its development and have helped to bring about
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as important as the library in the senior high school, indeed far
more so in many respects. Most boys and girls leave school before
they reach the senior high school, in fact before they reach the
eighth grade of the public schools. If we are really to teach them
the use of the library, if we are really to create in them an interest
in good books, an interest in study, it must be done in the junior
high school. In my mind the need of library development applies in
particular to the junior high school."
1
Here and there, in certain large cities^ notably Detroit,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Portland, Ore., we find that beginnings
are being made in the establishment of libraries in the elementary
grade school buildings. Although the field is practically untouched
as yet, the general interest has been keen enough to bring forth
several books on the subject and standards are being worked out
for the administration and equipment^ of these libraries. It is
certain that there will be a great expansion in this type of school
library, for wherever the platoon school system is introduced, the
4
elementary school library follows.
1) Newlon, Jesse. The need for high-school library standardization.
In National Education Association Committee on Library Organization
and Equipment. Standard library organization and equipment for
secondary schools of different sizes, p. 3.
2) Fargo, L. F. The program for elementary school service.
King, "W. A. The elementary school library.
3) N.E.A. and A.L.A. Committee on Elementary School Library
Standards
.
4) Pritchard, Martha.. Platoon school libraries.
The Platoon School. A periodical which has a school library
department
.
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its general acceptance in the last few years as a requisite in all
progressive school systems. Two influences in particular may be
mentioned as chief contributory causes: the growth of work with
children in our public libraries with the resultant consciousness
of the importance of forming right reading habits in youth, and the
changes which have taken place in the teaching objectives and methods
whereby the use of a single text-book is no longer deemed sufficient
but must be supplemented and enriched by the use of reference
material and by the reading of many books. "The modern high school
course has ceased to be a college preparatory institution and is
becoming a place where the youth of our democracy may obtain a
liberal education combined with the preparation for a specific voca-
tion and the assumption that students will need that many-sided
development which only a curriculum of studies made up from all
aspects of modern life can provide. In the new scheme of things
' 1
the library is indispensable."
Starting as an experiment, the library has now become a part
of the regular equipment of the senior high school, "a tool ready
2
for intimate day by day service." Standards have already been
formulated by the National Education Association and the American
Library Association which have been accepted by the several regional
associations and by many state departments of education.
Junior high schools, too, are quite generally looking forward
to the providing of library facilities for their pupils, for it is
acknowledged that "The library in the junior high school is just
1) Hosic, J. F. Quoted in Pennsylvania State Department of Public
Instruction. Library manual for high schools, p. 3.
2) Fargo, L. E. The library in the school, p. VIII.
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In this study, the writer is limiting herself almost entirely
to the consideration of the status of the library in the public
high school, the history of the school library movement in its various
phases, in so far as it helps in understanding the school library
of the present, the standards and regulations for high school
libraries which have been adopted by various state systems and, in
particular, the high school library as it is to be found in the
public high schools of Massachusetts.
In making this study the writer has examined many more books,
periodicals and pamphlets than can be listed and has drawn also
upon her own library experience in several cities. For the last
section of the report, that dealing with the high school library
of Massachusetts, she has, through the courtesy of the State
Department of Education, been able to use the questionnaire sent
out to every school in the state and containing information as of
January 1, 1931.
4 .

II Historical Sketch of the Development of School Libraries.
A. The First Phase of School Library Work: The School District Library.
Strictly speaking the school district library as it was to
be found in the first half of the nineteenth century ought not to
be classed with the school library of the twentieth century.
However, these libraries, like our present school libraries,
were collections of books, housed in school buildings, under
school supervision, and used by the teachers and pupils of the
school. They were planned also for the use of adults of the
district and, serving this dual purpose, they became, as it
were, the ancestor of both the school library and the community
public library. Without them the development of the school
library would most certainly have been slower and less wide
spread. For this reason, if we wish to have a clear under stand-
ing of the whole movement, it is necessary to know something
of the early legislation for the school district libraries.
The idea was conceived in New York and the first agitation
for libraries dates back to the early years of the nineteenth
century, when, in 1812, Governor Paniel I. Tompkins in his annual
message to the state legislature "called attention to the
importance of a judicious selection of books for the use in the
schools."^ At this time there was no response to his appeal,
due perhaps to the outbreak of the War of 1812, but the seed
had been sown and fifteen years later, in 1827, Governor DeWitt
1) Vought, S. W. The development of the school library. In
Library Journal 48: 161-164.
2) Tyler, M. C. Historical evolution of the Free Public Library
in America. In Bostwick, A. E. Library and society, p. 17-32,
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Clinton again suggested that books were needed in the schools
and proposed that a small library be placed in every school house.
In 1835^ a permissive ]aw was passed by which the taxpayers of
any district were allowed to levy a tax of $20 in order to start
a library and an annual tax of $10 to maintain it. Knowing and
caring little about libraries, few districts took the opportunity
offered them and so, in 1838, upon the recommendation of Governor
Marcy, General John Dix, then Secretary of State, "was charged
with the execution of the law, giving to the school districts
$55,000 a year for the purpose of buying books for their
libraries and requiring them to raise by taxation an amount equal
to their grant for the same purpose." The period from 1838 to
1851 was one in which libraries grew rapidly and at its close
the schools reported having in their possession, collections
2
totaling more than 1,600,000 volumes. But in that year the
legislature passed a new law whereby the appropriation might be
diverted into other channels, the purchase of equipment or the
salaries of teachers. Fewer books were bought and dissatisfaction
became general. In 1875, the Superintendent of Schools reported,
"The system has not worked well in this state. The libraries
have fallen into disuse and have become practically valueless."
Gradually conditions began to improve and in 1892 the state
undertook to reorganize and rehabilitate these "school libraries."
For the first time the school district library, except in remote
rural sections of the state, became a real school library with a
1) Rathbone, J. A. School libraries. In Monroe, Paul. Cyclopedia
of education, v. 4, p. 14.
2) State of New York Education Department. Annual Report. 1912.
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collection confined to reference books and pedagogical books
for the help of the teachers and to supplementary reading matter
for the children.^
New York was the first state to show an active interest in
the establishment of libraries in its schools but other states
were not far behind in following its example. In 1835 the
Michigan state constitution contained a provision by which a
library in every township might be provided by the legislature
and in 1837 the state again went on record as favoring a library
2
in every school district. Under the wise leadership of Horace
Mann,' Massachusetts was always well in advance in educational
matters. At his instigation a law was passed on April 12, 1837,
authorizing "each school district to raise by tax a sum not
exceeding $30 for the first year and $10 for any subsequent year
for the purchase of a library and apparatus for the school.
Few availed themselves of the privilege and in 1839 there were
but fifty libraries in all the schools of Massachusetts of
•2
which fifteen were in Boston."' In 1842 another act was passed
which offered a bounty of $15 to every district which raised an
equal amount for a school library but the plan was never very
4
successful and after twelve years there were only 42,707
volumes in the school libraries. Within the next ten years
1) New York Education Department. Annual Report, 1912, p. 619-624.
2) Koos, F i h. State participation in Public School Library
service, p. 3.
3) Mann, Horace, On district school libraries. In his lectures
and reports on education, p. 297.
4) Tyler, M. C. Historical evolution of the Free Public Library
in America. In Bostwick, A. E. Library and society, p. 17-32.
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Connecticut, Rhode Island, Iowa, Indiana, Maine, New Hampshire,
Ohio, Wisconsin, Missouri, Oregon and Illinois had passed similar
library laws. There was little legislation for libraries during
the Civil War period but, later, interest revived and by 1921
forty-four states had library legislation.
1
The earlier laws were well meaning but the results were
nearly negligible for many years because of the failure to
realize that it was necessary to exercise care and wisdom in
the selection of the books, in their preparation and in their
distribution. The United States Commissioner of Education
reported in 1876, "These collections have been multiplied until
now there is hardly a school of any kind, seminary, normal school,
commercial school or other higher school, public or private,
without its library Most of the collections belonging to
these schools in the different states are of a miscellaneous
character mainly consisting of gifts of individuals. The schools
are for the most part without special library funds; although
in many instances means have been afforded to make the selections
that would aid students in their course of study."
The later legislation has eliminated many of the faults
of the earlier laws and in most cases provides for supervision
and for some degree of standardization.
1) Koos, F. H. State participation in the Public School Library
service, p. 3.
2) U. S. Bureau of Education. Public Libraries in the United
States of America. Secondary schools, v. 1, p. 58.
8 .

II B. A Second Phase of School Library Y/ork: Cooperation between the
Public School and the Public Library.
Meanwhile, aided by these laws, public libraries were be-
coming more numerous in all of our towns and cities and
remarkable changes were taking place in their ideals of service.
"The old library was passiv, asleep, a reservoir or cistern,
getting in but not giving out, an arsenal in time of peace;
the librarian a sentinel before the doors, a jailer to gard
against the escape of the unfortunates under his care. The
new library is activ, an aggress iv, educating force in the
community, a living fountain of good influences, an army in the
field with all guns limbered."^
The year, 1876, is a significant one in American library
history for it marks the founding of the American Library
Association, the real beginning of the modern library movement.
In that same year was recorded what seems to have been the
first public suggestion that both schools and libraries are
working toward the same end and that the two institutions
2
would mutually benefit through cooperation. Charles Francis
Adams, Jr., trustee of the Quincy Public Library, in an address
before the teachers of Quincy stressed the fact that the true
1) Dewey, Melvil. Libraries as related to the educational work
of the state. In Bostwick, A, E. The relationship between
the library and the public school, p. 66.
2) Rathbone, J. A. Cooperation between libraries and schools.
In Library Journal 26: p. 187-191.
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aim of education is not to learn to answer questions only, to
limit knowledge to the one text book, but to prepare children
for the greater work of educating themselves when the formal
school days are over. "Having started the child by means of
what we call a common school course, the process of further self
education is to begin. The great means is through books, through
much reading of books. But we teach the children to read; we
do not teach them how to read. That, the one all-important
thing—the great connecting link between the school education
and self education, between the means and the end—that one
link we make no effort to supply."
1
As an aid toward this he
suggested not only that the teachers bring their pupils to the
library but also that they take books back with them into their
schoolrooms. "To enable you to do this the trustees of the
library have adopted a new rule, under which each of your
schools may be made practically into a branch library. The
master can himself select and take from the library a number
of volumes and keep them on his desk for circulation among the
scholars under his charge You shall have all the books
you will care for."
1
With these words was inaugurated the plan
of sending books out of the public library into the schools.
The successful carrying out of a similar experiment was
2first reported in 1879 in an article by S. S. Green,
Librarian of the Worcester Public Library. A committee
1) Adams, Charles Francis, Jr. The public library and the public
school. In Green, S. S. Libraries and schools, p. 5-24.
2) Green, S. S. The relation of the public library to the public
school. In his Libraries and schools, p. 25-55.
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composed of the librarian, the superintendent of schools, the
principal of the normal school and a member of the board of
directors of the library, met in the fall of 1878 to discuss
the feasibility of increasing the use of library books by the
pupils in the seventh, eighth and ninth grades. A plan was
evolved in which the library was to issue special cards to the
teachers. On one card the teacher was to be permitted to draw
twelve books for the use of the children in her room. On the
other she was allowed six books for her professional use.
Teachers received this plan cordially and availed themselves
enthusiastically of their new privileges. The circulation of
books at the library increased so greatly that the book
collection felt the strain. This, however, the librarian thought
would be but temporary for "as the course of studies remains
the same or nearly so, year by year, the library will soon have
on its shelves books enough to supply adequately the needs
of teachers and scholars,"* an interesting commentary on the
methods used in the schools of the seventies and an amusing
contrast to the attitude of the librarians of the present
who speak again and again of the constantly increasing demands
which are being made upon their book collections by the new
curricula. "With the new method of teaching by projects and
supervised study, the teachers are continually using the
library for their own personal needs and are realizing the
value of planning the work so that the children use many
1) Ibid, p. 41.
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books." "With the introduction of the project method of
teaching and with its growth each year comes an increased use
of the library."^ "Only books and time are lacking. It
would be gratifying if we could have more attractive
recreational books."''' One librarian speaks of the boy who
said, while looking for something to read in connection with
his economics lesson, "You know the text book is just a
start to something beyond."* And again, "The Contract Plan
of teaching is now in use ....It means such an increased
demand for sitting and standing room in the library that it
has presented a new set of problems. The plan has also
required a wide selection of books.
From the humble beginning made by the Worcester library,
the class room library movement spread westward and by 1882,
Chicago, Cincinnati, Buffalo and Indianapolis were using
similar methods and cooperation between library and school
was well under way.
gA few years later Mr. Green tried another experiment,''
that of sending larger collections, not charged to an individual
teacher, into the higher grades. Three years after this at
the conference of the American Library Association in 1891,
1) Cleveland Public Librarjr. Fifty-fourth annual report,
April 1, 1922-March 31, 1923, p'. 35-37.
2) Cleveland Public Library. Fifty-fourth annual report,
January 1, 1927-December 31, 1927, p. 74.
3) Rathbone, J. A. Cooperation between libraries and schools;
an historical sketch. In Bostwick, A. E. The relationship
between the library and the public school, p. 11-22.
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Mr. William Howard Urett, Librarian of the Cleveland Public
Library, reported that during the previous year collections
numbering fifty books each had been placed in 61 schools and
that there were many applications from the teachers for these
libraries.-* Mr* Utley of the Detroit Library, at the same
meeting, told how in Detroit "the high school grades are
provided with a list of something like 1500 books In
the high school grades, the number of copies of each book
was designated by the principal and ran from a single book to
as high as fifty copies, depending on the size of the classes
i»2
and the extent of the use desired. Discussion and interest
continued until in 1896 the National Education Association
approved the petition of Melvil Dewey and other librarians to
3
permit the establishment of a Library Department. The
American Library Association, in that same year, appointed a
committee to cooperate with the Library Department of the
4
N. E. A.
That these class room libraries have played a most
important part in the history of the school library is
indisputable for those cities which were leaders in the
1) Brett, VV. H. Use of the public library in the Cleveland
schools. In Library Journal 16: Conference no., p. 30.
2) Utley, H. M. Discussion. In Library Journal 16:
Conference no., p. 105.
3) Proposed library section of the National Education
Association: a scheme to provide libraries for schools.
In Library Journal 21: 149-150.
4) Cooperation with the National Education Association.
Library Journal 22: 155.
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beginning have, with few exceptions, remained leaders and in
them have been developed seine of our finest school libraries.
Through the Library Department of the National Education
Association and the joint committee of the American Library
Association has been made possible a better mutual understanding
of each other's aims and needs and potentialities which has
resulted in the formulation of standards and ideals toward which
to work.
In 1896 the Cleveland Public Library opened a branch
in the Central High School, furnishing a librarian and a
large deposit of books while the main reference collection
was given by the school. * This was the first high school
library to be maintained under the supervision of a public
library in agreement with the board of education and suggested
to other city schools the possibility of securing books and a
trained librarian when the school authorities would not or could
2
not provide the kind of library needed by the high school.
Many of the school libraries started under this plan at the
time are still being operated as are the Cleveland High
School Libraries, as parts of the city public library system.
Some have since been taken over by the school authorities and
are now integral parts of the school system, maintaining
cordial relations with the other institution.
1) Eastman, L. A. Work between libraries and schools—
a
symposium. Library Journal 22: 182-184.
2) Hall, M. E. Development of the modern high school library.
In Wilson, Martha. School Library experience, p. 67-81.
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II C The Promotion of the School Library by Schoolmen.
At the same time that the cause of school libraries
was being furthered by the public library, the schools, them-
selves were earnestly considering the same subject. Although
in general many teachers were content with the old and easier
methods and w ith old material
,
there were those who looked into
the future and anticipated changes which were soon to come.
One of the earliest statements on the subject of school libraries
is that made by Superintendent Morgan of West Virginia, who in
1887 wrote, ~ "The establishment of libraries in public schools
or under the control of public school authorities, to be used
in connection with the work of the public schools is an
educational question of increasing importance. There are two
facts which seem sufficient grounds for -the establishment of
these libraries. The first is the evil influence of
pernicious literature, everywhere so abundant and made so seduc-
tive and attractive to childhood The second is the
educational value of public libraries ...... .as a great supple-
mentary factor to the public school itself. The reading habit
and taste for good literature are matters of cultivation and
the formation of both should be commenced in childhood
When the time shall come that every child in the public schools
shall have the privilege and encouragement of the school library,
popular education will have taken a long step forward."
1) Libraries for schools. In U. S. Bureau of Education Report,
1887-1888, p. 165.
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About 1890 the school library received serious
attention from the Committee of Ten of the National Education
Association* In its famous report on secondary education
was included the recommendation of the History Section, "that
a collection of reference books as large as the means of the
school allow' should be provided for every school; suitable
for use in connection with all the historical work done in
the school. Every school board which is willing to buy
chemical and physical apparatus may be brought to such a
state of grace that it will buy reference books."! The
influence of this report was such that it greatly stimulated
interest and many schools organized libraries.
In several places the school board appointed a
librarian with some training who could gi-ue her entire time
and thought to the work of the library instead of being torn
between two duties and either closing the library part of
2
the day or leaving it unsupervised. Two of the outstanding
libraries organized before 1900 were those in the Central
High School of Detroit and in the Central High School of
Washington, D. C.^
In 1900 the first library school graduate was
appointed to a high school library position and by 1905
1) Greenman, E. D. Development of secondary school libraries.
In Library Journal 138: 183-189.
2) Hall, M. E. Development of the modern high school library.
In Wilson, Martha. School library experience, p. 67-81.
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there were four others in school libraries.
From 1900 to 1910 the number of school libraries
increased about one hundred per cent but in many cases their
organization was careless and haphazard. As late as 1900
it was possible to say that "many of the books in these
libraries were poor, out-of-date books and old text books,
poorly quartered, unclassified and neither catalogued nor
readily accessible for constant use.” "Some were placed
in an inadequate class room presided over by a librarian who
had neither the professional training nor the educational
qualifications necessary for administering a library
For equipment, the library often had old furniture dis-
carded by the school and wholly unsuited for the purpose.
The following excerpts from books on education and
from articles appearing in the National Education Associa-
tion Proceedings will serve to indicate some of the changes
which were taking place in the conception of education and
the function of the school library in the educational
scheme
.
1904.^
"The expenditures for school libraries should be con-
fined to the purchase of books that are peculiarly school
books, appropriate material for the accomplishment of the
purposes of the school library. The lines should be tightly
1) Hall, M. E. Development of the modern high school library.
In Wilson, Martha. School library experience, p. 67-81.
2) Greenman, E. D. Development of secondary school libraries.
In Library Journal 138: 183-189.
3) Logasa, Hannah. The high school library, p. 24-25.
4) Meleney, C. E. Place of the library in school instruction.
In National Education Association Proceedings, 1904, p. 324-330.
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drawn against whims that may better be on the catalog of the
public library. Many of our school libraries contain books
that need not be there; they are superfluous because they are
so seldom used and because their presence in the school
relieves the readers of the dependence on the public library
and prevents the establishment of a desirable relation with
the public library. The school or class should not be so
large and so extensive in scope as to necessitate the
machinery and the services of a tra ined force of librarians
and assistants.”
1906.^
"The libraries in the school are of two kinds. Those in
city schools should consist entirely of reference books and
a collection of 3000 volumes is sufficient for the largest
school . In rural schools there may be a general collection
i
to supply recreational reading. A collection of 500 or
more volumes needs a custodian If a trained librarian
is too great a luxury, a graduate of the school will
probably serve for reasonable pay. As the library increases
in size in order to increase also in efficiency a trained
librarian becanes necessary. She should give her whole
time to the library, in and out of school hours, in order
that she may apply the technical knowledge gained through
her spe cial training to the work of making the library
useful in the highest degree."
1) Baldwin, E. G. Report of the joint committee representing
the A. L. A. and the N. E. A. on instruction in library
administration in normal schools. In National Education
Association Proceedings, 1906, p. 215-281.
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1907.
1
"In conclusion, then, I would say that what is
imperatively needed is not for normal schools to train
professional librarians for public school libraries for
these schools can not afford such luxuries even if they
were needed but to train teachers in library methods and
in the use of books so that they may manage effectively
the public school libraries in connection with their
teaching."
2
1909. "A high school without a library is as impossible as
a high school without a laboratory, or a high school with-
out a teacher. As to the size and quality of this library
there will be various and varying notions. Certainly
it can not be too large and certainly it may easily be
too small. There are some few things concerning the
library upon which we may quite fully agree. These will be
stated. First, it should be informational. It should
contain the very best dictionaries, encyclopedias, atlases,
gazeteers, books of facts, hand books, indexes, and books
of quotations beside the standard reference books and
treatises in every subject taught in the high school.
Second, it should be inspirational. It should contain
books of poetry, fiction, essay, drama, history, romance,
art, travel, and biography There should be a
1) Johnson, D. B. Preparation of librarians for public school
libraries. In National Education Association Proceedings,
1907, p. 962-967.
2) Aley, R. J. Books and high school pupils. In National
Education Association Proceedings, 1909, p. 844-848.
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sympathetic and efficient director in charge His rank
should be equal to that of a head of a department, The
librarian should teach the students how to use these books of
reference."^
21912. "In the newer era of public education just beginning we
shall expect the library to take its proper place and to
assume its full responsibility in helping the American youth
to find a life of true happiness and real success."
1913. "Good service from libraries is indispensable to the
best educational work Because much latent power is
being recognized in the library and is awaiting development,
it is believed that so valuable a factor in education should
be accorded a dignity worthy of the requisite qualifications,
and that, in schools and educational systems, the director
of the library should be recognized as a department head who
shall be able to undertake progressive work, be granted
necessary assistants and be compensated in status and salary
equally with the supervisors of other departments."
1914.
^
"Now no one department of the school is so well adapted
to fulfill this rounding process as is the library. In the
1) Aley, R. J, Books and high school pupils. In National
Education Association Proceedings, 1909, 844-848.
2) Davis, J. B. Use of the library in vocational guidance.
In National Education Association Proceedings, 1912, p. 1267-1272.
3) National Council of Teachers of English Committee on Home
Reading. Report, 1913.
4) Hopkins, F. M. Socializing function of the high school
library. In Johnston, C. H. and others. The modern high
school; its administration and extension, p. 591-607.
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multiplicity of school departments is there any other one
which could have for an aim the development of the power to
take broad views of many subjects without a specialized
study in any one? To train the mind for broad views
is quite as essential as it is to train it for specialized
views. Even as we need wide views of life to prepare us
for complete living, so the student needs a wide view of
what the library has to offer to pr epare him for the complete
use of his opportunities in the intellectual field.’
1
'1'
1916. "Modern high school education is no longer mere book
memorization in small daily doses with verbal tests. Its
methods, content and purpose have clearly broken over all
bounds of mere academicism. It is entering the twentieth
century stage responsive to the peculiar and varied educa-
tional demands imposed upon it. These demands in turn imply
a library organization and equipment correspondingly varied.
....... .English and history, and I could include almost as
well any school subject, can no more be taught properly in
our public schools without an adequate library organization
than can botany or physics be taught without a laboratory,
or manual training or domestic science without shop equipment,
1) Hopkins, F. M. Socializing function of the high school
library. In Johnston, C. H. and others. The modern high
school; its administration and extension, p. 591-607.
2 ) Johnston, C. H. Need for an aggressive campaign for
better school libraries. In National Education Associa-
tion Proceedings, 1916, p. 539-543.
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or athletics -without a field More than anything else
we need to think the library into our every-day school
consciousness. We need to feel that a school library,
moreover, is vastly more than merely a collection of even choice
books. The modern school has spread into an institution
with functions dealing far beyond that of merely intellectu-
alizing the child. It cares for all that pertains to the
complete flowering of the pupil's individuality, hygienic,
intellectual, aesthetic, vocational, moral, religious. So
the modern adequate school library must be, too, an institu-
tion for the distribution and display and for the demonstra-
tion of all legitimate modern educational tools.
21919. "The high school library of the next decade calls for a
librarian of rare qualities and qualifications. She must be
more than an instructor in the subject of the use of books.
The re-organized library calls for a librarian of wide knowledge
and broad outlook; it calls for an individual of originality,
of sympathy, of resourcefulness in attacking new problems and
in working out new methods of procedure."
"With a library department placed in the Junior and
Senior High School throughout the land, organized under the
leadership of efficient librarians, and equipped to carry out
the objectives of modern education in a democracy, the high
school library of the next decade is destined to rise from a
1) Johnston, C. H. Need for an aggressive campaign for better
school libraries. In National Education Association Pro-
ceedings, 1916: p. 569-546.
2) Davis, J. B. High school library of the next decade. In
Library Journal 44: 595-596.
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subordinate position to the very center around which a 11 other
school activites will revolve, and it will prove to be the
unifying factor among all the other departments in bringing
about during the next decade the re-organization of secondary
education in America."
2 n1925. In the generous provision which is being made for the
equipment to meet the broadening aims of the school, the
library should claim a large share. Properly conceived, it
is the correlating center of the school* s activities. Not
only should it contribute directly to the effectiveness of
instruction in each subject by providing in accessible form
an abundance of supplementary material, but it should also
train pupils how to use books effectively. ...... .In addition
to its service in the field of classroom instruction, the
library may be made a center in which much of the life of
the school outside the classroom may find its motive and
control"
1928. The function of the high school library has changed with
the changed methods of teaching. Instead of teaching as
information-giving and testing, we are substituting the
teaching of the child to feel a need for new experiences
and to know how to meet that need. Consequently the school
1) Davis, J. B. High school library of the next decade. In
Library Journal 44: 593-596.
2) Johnson, F. W. The high school library. In his Administra-
tion and supervision of the high school, p. 303-319.
3) Foster, H. H. The library. In his High school administra-
tion, p. 279-285.
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library is no longer an unused collection and storehouse of
books, but a place wherein the pupil becomes a searcher after
truth and at the same time acquires a taste and a capacity
for searching as occasions arising in out-of-school and adult
life may require. This means that the library is not merely
a place where the pupil is sent to look up something but
rather becomes for him a place where he may meet new friends
through the medium of books, and learn to use and to love
books . H *
l) Foster, H. H. The library. In his High school administra-
tion, p. 279-285.
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Ill Standards for the Administration and Equipment of High School Libraries.
A. The N.E.A. Committee on Library Organization and Equipment.
At the annual meeting of the National Education Associa-
tion in 1915, these progressive educators who were setting
high value on the library, voted to appoint a committee to
undertake a study of the actual conditions which v/ere to be
found in the existing high school libraries of the United
States. The following year, upon hearing the report on the
problems which the libraries were facing, it was decided
that the committee should be re-appointed to continue its
work toward a constructive program for library development.
The result was the well-known "Certain" report, "Standard
Library organization and equipment for secondary schools,"
first read and approved at the Pittsburgh meeting in 1913. 1
It has since been accepted by both the National Education
Association and The American Library Association. Re-
printed many times and quoted in practically every manual
on school library work this report has been an important
factor in attracting the attention of superintendents and
principals in every part of the country to the needs of the
school library and has served them well as a measuring
stick for the libraries in their own schools.
In the report are included standards for Junior and
l) National Education Association Committee on Library
Organization and Equipment: C.C. Certain, chairman.
Standard Library organization and equipment for secondary
schools
•
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Senior high school libraries, both large and small. Because
all associations and state departments of education have gone
to this as a basis for their recommendations, we are giving in
this paper a rather full summary.
The room. Floor space :
At least 25 square feet for each reader. A seating capacity of
from 5-10 per cent of the total daily attendance.
Use :
Should be reserved exclusively for library use and no meeting
should be held in it which will interfere with student visitors.
Should not be a study room or a place for supervised study.
The equipment . Indispensable :
Shelving, wall and free standing, books, closet space for storage,
tables, chairs, desks, card catalog and pamphlet cases, book
truck, exhibit, magazine and newspaper racks.
Additional :
Will be needed for the most effective work. Extra rooms, work
room, library classroom, committee rooms.
Librarian ? Qualifications, Personal :
Wide knowledge of books, ability to organize, successful
experience in reference work. Enthusiasm, power to teach and
inspire. Successful experience in library work with boys and
girls of high school age. Added asset: teaching experience.
Qualifications, Training:
General: Degree with major subjects in subjects appropriate to
special demands. One year of post-graduate library
training in an approved library school and one year of
successful library experience in work with young
people in a library of standing.
Modifications
:
Schools with enrolment of 200 or less: Teacher librarian if necessary.
Full time is ideal.
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Schools with enrolment of 200-500: Librarian with training and experience.
Training: Course in library school
or college, state library commission
or public library.
Schools with enrolment of 500-700: Full time librarian, college graduate
and six weeks training in library
methods plus a year of library experi-
ence are the minimum.
Full time librarian, graduate of high
school with course of training plus 2
years library experience.
Schools with enrolment of 800-1000: College graduate and graduate of one
year approved library school with at
least 2 yrs. experience in library or
1 yr. library experience and 1 yr.
teaching.
If not college graduate, must have 4
yrs . experience either library or
teaching plus 1 yr. in library school.
Schools with enrolment of 1000-3000: Librarian and assistants with full
training.
Librarian’s salary : Not less than English teacher. In departmentalized
school, should equal other departmental heads.
Administrative requirements : Staff large enough to keep library open
throughout session and before and after
school.
Enrolment
'Very small
200 and less:
200-500
:
500-700:
800-1000
:
1000-3000:
Special modifications :
Librarians
Teacher librarian* if
necessary. Full time
trained librarian if
possible.
Full time librarian
Full time librarian
Full time librarian
Full time librarian
Full time librarian
Assistants
Pupil assistants
Pupil assistants
Pupil assistants
Pupil assistants
Professional assistants
Teacher librarian a high school teacher who has had at least a six weeks
training course in a summer library school and who is relieved of part of
her teaching duties .
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Hook Collection and Appropriation:
Enrolment
100 or less
No. volumes
1000
Per pupil
10
Appropriation
Regular even though
small.
100-200 2000 10 Definite
200-500 2000-3000 Definite
500-1000 3000-8000 400-500; 200-500
1000-3000 5000-8000 500-1200; 500-500
Junior High Schools'-
Practically the same requirements except that the librarian
shall be the graduate of an approved library school with special
training in children’s work as well as a graduate of a Normal
School or college and shall have had experience in library work
with children or school or reference department work.
28 .
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Ill B Standards for the Model High School Library as Stated by the
American Library Association.^
-
The American Library Association -while it has accepted
the "Certain" standards, has worked out further specifications
for a model high school library. In the main they agree with
the earlier recommendations but there are some details and
modifications which have grown out of added experience.
Briefly these are as follows:
Rooms
:
Near study hall and seating 10-25 por cent of school's
enrolment.
Conference and lecture rooms.
Librarian's work room with running water.
Equipment : Standard, including adjustable shelving, comfortable
chairs and tables, filing and display cases,
magazine case and bulletin boards.
Book collection: Approximately 6 books per pupil and providing
1. Books for ready reference,
2. Books for supplementing class assignments,
3. Books and magazines for the leisure hour
at home and at school.
Librarian: Large school: Full time librarian who is a college
graduate and has completed at least
one year in accredited library school.
Full time professional assistant for
every 1000 pupils.
Small school: Full time librarians with above
qualifications, or
(200 or less) Part time librarian who is a college
graduate and has completed an accredited
library science curriculum of at least
16 semester hrs. and who divides her
time between the school library and the
public library or between school library
work and teaching and devotes at least
one-half of each school day to the school
library.
1) American Library Association Education Committee. School library
year book number two, p. 54-55.
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Appropriation: Expends for books, $1.00 a year per pupil enrolled.
Expends for salaries, amounts equal to those paid
teachers with equivalent professional training and
experience
.
Provides systematic instruction in the use of books and libraries."
1) American Library Association Education Committee. School
library year book number two, p. 54-55.
50

Ill C. Standards as Stated by the Various Associations of Colleges and
Secondary Schools.
With one exception, that of the New England group, all of
the sectional associations of Colleges and Secondary Schools
have recognized the value of good high school libraries in
training future college students and have issued certain
minimum requirements which must be met before a secondary
school is accredited and placed on the approved list. In
many cases they give in full the text of the report of Mr.
Certain* s committee and recommend that in so far as is
possible the schools carry out its suggestions. The follow-
ing short extracts will indicate the attitude of these
associations
.
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the Southern States -
"The library and library facilities shall be adequate for
the needs of instruction in the courses taught. The library
should have 500 volumes of well-selected books, exclusive of
text books and Government publications."^
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the Middle States
and Maryland .
"The laboratory and the library facilities shall be
2
adequate to the needs of instruction in the subjects taught."
1) U. S. Department of the Interior. Office of Education Bulletin
(1950) No. 24, p. 117.
2) Ibid, p. 126.
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North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
"The library and laboratory facilities must be adequate
to meet the needs of instruction in all the courses offered.
The library should be classified and catalogued, and an annual
inventory should be made of laboratory and shop equipment."^-
Northwest Association of Secondary and Higher Schools .
"Laboratory and library--The laboratory and library
facilities shall be adequate to the needs of instruction in
o
the subjects taught and be properly inventoried."
l) U. S. Department of the Interior. Office of Education Bulletin
(1930 ) No. 24, p. 135.
2) Ibid, p. 149
•.
.
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IV Some State Provisions for High School Libraries*
In 1927 ton states were each employing a school library
supervisor and an eleventh. New York, had two. The state organiza-
tion of school libraries under the direction of a supervisor has
been most important and has resulted in developing and improving
these libraries. The State Supervisor can 0-) Encourage the establish-
ment in the schools of libraries rather than the mere collections
of books, (2) Encourage and develop a system of co-operation of school
libraries with public libraries, (3) In co-operation with teachers
make out approved reading lists for pupils of both elementary and
high school age, for each subject on the school curriculum, and
for general cultural reading, (4) Make annual and special reports of
the progress of school libraries in the state, (5) Speak at Teacher's
Institutes and by means of bulletins keep the teachers of the state
in touch ’with the best books, magazines, government publications,
pictures, slides, postal cards and museum material, (6) Furnish
architects of school buildings with the best plans for school
libraries approved by both teachers and librarians, (7) Give advice
and help to the school librarians of the state regarding the
technical organization of their libraries, (8) Develop co-operative
methods of lending books, cataloging books and other material, etc.
1) Koos, F. H. State participation in public school library service,
p. 74.
2) Warren, Irene. Some high school problems of interest to teachers
and librarians. In Wilson Bulletin 1: 20.
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Most of the state supervisors of school libraries are employed
by the state departments of education but in a few states the
supervisors are members of the staff of the state library commission.
In three states, Minnesota, New York and Wisconsin, the supervisors
must approve the libraries of the schools which wish to receive
financial aid from the state, and in Indiana, New York, Minnesota
and Pennsylvania, they inspect school libraries in order to see
whether or not the schools shall be approved for standardization
or the receiving of state aid."*
In many of the other states v/hich as yet have no official
supervisor of school libraries, members of the state library com-
mission serve as such, giving assistance and advice to school
authorities and librarians, furnishing lists of books for the
school library and helping in every way possible.'
2
Thirty-nine state departments of education prescribe for
the establishment of high school libraries in their standards for
high school approval or accrediting or as a requirement for
receiving state aid. Sixteen have set up standards in terms of
appropriation, initial costs and expenditure per pupil, but in
very few states do these approach the standard suggested by the
National Education Association and the American Library Associa-
tion. In seventeen states the approved high schools must have a
book collection ranging from a minimum of 100 volumes to 3000 and
eleven states require the school to have a library room. Only
l) Koos, F. H. State participation in public school library
service, p. 77.
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2) Ibid, p. 83-103.
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nine states specify that there must be a school librarian who shall
have had some special training and eight provide that the librarian
shall be responsible for instruction in the use of books and the
library.
1
The fullest and most definite of the state requirements in
regard to the employment of a librarian are those given by New York
State and for that reascn they are quoted below in full.
Present State Requirements. Rules having the effect of state law
adopted by the Regents of the University of the State of New York,
2
January 29, 1925.
1. A school having an academic department with an enrolment of not
over 100 shall employ as head school librarian a person who holds a
school librarian’s one year certificate or one of higher grade.
Such head librarian shall devote at least 1 school period each
school day to school library work.
2. A school having an academic department with an enrolment of more
than 100 and not over 300 pupils shall employ as head school
librarian a person who holds a school librarian’s one year certificate
or one of higher grade.
Such head school librarian shall devote at least 2 school periods
each school day to school library work.
3. A school having an academic department with an enrolment of
more than 300 and not over 500 pupils shall employ as head school
librarian a person who holds a school librarian's three year
1) Koos, F. H. State participation in public school library service,
p. 83-103.
2) New York Libraries 10: 43-45.
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certificate or one of higher grade.
Such head high school librarian shall devote at least one-
half of each school day to the school library work.
4. A school having an academic department with an enrolment of
more than 500 and not over 700 pupils shall employ as head school
librarian a person who holds a school librarian's three year
certificate or one of higher grade.
Such head school librarian shall devote at least 5 school
periods each school day to school library work.
5. A school having an academic department with an enrolment of
more than 700 and not over 1000 pupils shall employ as head school
librarian a person who holds a school librarian's five year
certificate or one of higher grade.
Such head sohool librarian shall devote all of the school day
to school library work.
6. A school having an academic department with an enrolment of
over 1000 pupils shall employ as head school librarian a person
who holds a school librarian's permanent certificate.
Such head school librarian shall devote all of the school day
to school library work.
7. School districts or cities that maintain more than one school
with an academic department shall employ as head school librarian
for each such school a person who holds a school librarian's
New York Libraries 10: 45-44.
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certificate of the grade required by the number of pupils enroled
in such academic department.
Each of such head school librarians shall devote such part of
each school day to school library work as is required by the numbers
of pupils enrolled in each such academic department.
In lieu of the establishment of a school library and the employment
of a head school librarian as hereinbefore provided, any school
having an academic department with an enrolment of not over 700
pupils may contract for library service with the local free public
library if the following conditions are fulfilled to the satis-
faction of the President of the University and upon his special
written permission.
1. Where such local free circulating library is not more than
a quarter of a mile from the school building.
2. Where the collection of books in such library is of suitable
quality and of sufficient size to adequately provide for the library
needs of the s chool
.
3. Where the person employed as head librarian or director of
such library or the person in charge of the library work with the
school, holds a school librarian's certificate of the grade required
by the enrolment of the academic department of such school.
4. Where the school authorities provide in the school building
a reading and reference room in which shall be kept a collection
of books suitable for the use of the pupils.
New York Libraries 10: 44.
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5. Where the person holding a school librarian's certificate
devotes to school library work the number of hours of service
required by this section for schools of such enrolment.
6. Where the school authorities make a written contract with the
local free circulating library for the library service hereinbefore
specified
Certificates for school librarians; grades and requirements.
1 . For permanent certificate
a. General education. Graduation from an approved college or
university.
b. Technical education. One year's full work in an approved
library school with evidence of satisfactory completion.
c. Holders of five year certificates. Any person holding a
five year school librarian's certificate on the date of
the adoption of this section shall be entitled to a permanent
certificate upon completion of 5 years of approved experience
in a library in a school in which the enrolment in the academic
department during such five years was not less than 700 pupils.
This shall be a life certificate and shall be valid in any
school in the state.
2. For five-year certificate.
a. General education. Graduation from an approved normal school;
or, 2 years' full work in an approved college or university or
satisfactory evidence of educational attainments substantially
equivalent thereto as evidenced by the passing of entrance
New York Libraries 10: 44
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examinations given by an approved library school.
b. Technical education. One year's full work in an approved
library school with the evidence of satisfactory completion.
c. Alternative. In lieu of the requirements above prescribed in
2b. there may be accepted satisfactory evidence of graduation
from an approved teacher-librarian course in any normal
school or college for teachers in the state of New York and
in addition thereto 2 years of approved experience in a
library in a school in which the enrolment in the academic
department during such 2 years was not less than 500 pupils;
or, a completed course of library instruction of not less
than 6 weeks full work in an approved library school or
training agency with satisfactory evidence of completion and
in addition thereto 5 years of approved experience in a
library in a school in which the enrolment in the academic
department during such 5 years was not less than 500 pupils.
3. For three-year certificate
a. General education. Completion of a full course in an
approved high school or institution of equivalent standards.
b. Technical education. Graduation from an approved teacher-
librarian course in any normal school or college for teachers
in the state of New York; or, a completed course of school
library instruction of not less than 6 weeks full work in an
approved library school or training agency with evidence of
satisfactory completion.
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c. Experience. None required of graduates from an approved
teacher-librarian course; all others an approved library
experience of 2 years averaging at least 10 hours a week.
Such certificate may be renewed from time to time upon
evidence that satisfactory work has been done for at least
2 of the 3 years for which the certificate was issued.
4. For one-year certificate
a. General education. Completion of a full course in an
approved high school or institution of equivalent standards.
b. Technical education. A completed course of school library
instruction of not less than 6 weeks full work in an
approved library school or training agency with evidence of
satisfactory completion.
New York Libraries 10: 45.
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V High School Libraries in City High Schools: Types of Administration
In the larger cities of the country, three types of school
library administration are to be commonly found.
1. The school library, an integral part of the school system
as it is in Detroit, Denver, New York, Los Angeles and Phila-
delphia, with a school library supervisor who is a member of the
staff of the board of education. This supervisor is given
authority to select staff for the existing school libraries,
plan rooms and equipment in new school buildings, help in
every way in the establishment of new libraries and make
recommendations as do other members of the supervisory staff,
2. The school library a part of the public library system,
as in Cleveland and Jersey City” where the major and in some
cases the entire expense of the school libraries is borne by
the library, the supervisor and the librarians of the schools
are members of the public library staff and close and cordial
relations are maintained with both institutions.
3. The school library maintained under a system of co-operation
as in Pittsburgh where the expense is shared and carefully
detailed plans have been drawn up by the two educational institu-
tions of the community. The school librarians are paid by the
school board and are members of the school faculty but are
supervised by the head of the school department of the public
1) Bulletin of the American Library Association 25: 112-113.
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library who recommends their appointment and makes suggestions
for new school libraries.
Each of these systems has worked out successfully. The chief
essential is a well trained and experienced supervisor with
executive ability and wisdom and a spirit of interest and under-
standing. Through her efforts is brought about cooperation between
the directors of school and library.
The accompanying tables show not only the salaries of the
senior and junior high school librarians in some forty-five American
cities but give as well some idea of their standing, of the length
of their hours and the number of libraries in the schools of each
of these cities. It will be noted that statistics from only two
of the Massachusetts cities are included and that Quincy which
probably has the best school library system in the state is not
included. In other respects the table is satisfactory giving
data for cities in which outstanding work is being done.
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One
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all
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r7.
Non-professional
assistants
serve
twelve
months
by
public
library.
9.
Serve
ten
months
regular
and
two
months
in
summer
14.
Lower
figures
are
for
high
school
tinder
school
board
with
extra
pay
15.
All
librarians
may
have
three
months
extra
vacation
10.
Includes
summer
session
once
in
five
years
for
study
and
foreign
travel.
26.
On
yearly
basis
1740
minimum,
1980
maximum.
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VI A. Massachusetts Schools and their Libraries.
Educators in Massachusetts have long realized the value
of the school library and yet for some reason little has been
done to encourage its growth or to aid in its establishment.
Many of the schools seem to feel that a library and a trained
librarian are unnecessary frills rather than important essentials.
Out of the large number of high schools in the state there are
very few which have trained or even full time librarians,
adequate library rooms with fairly satisfactory collections
and definite appropriations. As will be seen in the tables
accompanying this }• the majority of schools report that they
have libraries and library collections. In very many cases,
however, these libraries are housed in corridors, in study
halls, in principals' offices or are scattered throughout the
various classrooms. Under these conditions the books are not
available for constant use. A study of the statistics will
show, too, how very few schools have full time librarians and
that, of these, still fewer have had special training and
experience
.
Perhaps one of the explanations for the conditions to be
found here is that up to the present most of the schools are of
the traditional type, paying special attention to the college
preparato^ course, priding themselves on the number of students
able to pass the College Board examinations and fearing that
any broadening of the course might mean a lessening of concentra-
tion and that the student might be led away from the lesson.
l) Appendix p. 58-107
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When the newer type of education reaches New England, the
high school library must come into its own.
In the smaller schools located in the rural districts there
must be a constant struggle to meet expenses. As the statistics
show there are 169 junior and senior high schools and 88 school
systems^ with an enrolment of less than 200. It is not sur-
prising that these schools have not been able to secure trained
service, and yet with their limited funds they do not rank as
far behind the city schools in respect to library facilities
as might be expected.
Another explanation for lack of interest in school
libraries my be the fact that the private school i3 so very
strong in New England. This has meant that the interest of
many of the older American stock is less keen in the public
school and that these people who believe in books for them-
selves and their children do not realize that the children of
the newer citizens need the cultural influence of books and
that this may be gained through the right books in the right
type of school library.
Perhaps, too, some of the fault lies with the public library.
Proud because every town in Massachusetts has its library, the
librarian has not stopped to consider that many of these are
but make-shifts, hardly worthy of the name, poorly financed,
badly housed, with book collections, old and dingy and un-
attractive, with librarians unaggressive and untrained, willing
l) Massachusetts Department of Education. Annual Report, 1929,
Pt. II.
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but lacking the educational and technical background which is
necessary. School authorities in many towns in Massachusetts
have had little opportunity to see what a live library can
accomplish in a community and therefore fail to recognize the
inadequacy of their own pitiful collections.
None of the cities of Massachusetts have centralized school
library supervision and in a city as large as Boston the need is
very apparent and the lack of a centralizing agency, a great
handicap. Each school library is a law unto itself, dependent
upon the attitude of the principal and teachers for support.
T«e find well equipped library rooms with part-time over-worked
teachers in charge, with books unclassified, uncataloged and in
need of repair, libraries to which students remember “going only
two or three times" during the four years which they spent in
the school, and of which they complain that they can never find
there the books which they need
.
Very many of the libraries are inadequately supplied with
funds for new books and sane have to depend entirely upon the
generosity of pupils, upon school entertainments, gifts from the
senior class or the money earned by members of the library club
who sell candy at football games.
The members of the State Educational Department are awake
to the needs and they recommend improvement of library facilities
in several of their reports. In the 1923 report^ we find this
statement. "A very important aid to good work is an adequate and
l) Massachusetts Department of Education. Annual Report, 1923,
Pt. I: 14.
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well selected school library. It is expected of course that all
high schools will use the public library as much as possible,
but the public library, even when well equipped with reference and
other books suitable for the use of pupils in the high school is
not a substitute for a good library in the school building
accessible at all times to the pupils and teachers. An examina-
tion of many high school libraries in the state by the supervisor
of secondary education has shown, almost without exception, that
these libraries are inadequate for the service they ought to
render." And again "The Department of Education is greatly
interested in improving the reference libraries in the high
schools of the State. A good library in the school, at all
times easily accessible to teachers and pupils, is necessary.
The library must be the working laboratory of most of the
departments. This is essential for the employment of the best
methods of instruction and for the securing the best results
of such instruction. The quality and size of the high school
library still leaves much to be desired,"' In the same report,
the department has tentatively suggested that "there shall be
four volumes per pupil up to five hundred pupils and one volume
per pupil in excess of five hundred. This is a minimum standard
and should be understood to mean carefully selected, usable
books, exclusive of text books. In 1924-25 there were only 41
high schools out of 233 which met the above standards even
without any consideration of the kind and quality of the books
1) Massachusetts Departn»nt of Education. Annual Report, Pt. I: 11.
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reported . A policy of adequate annual appropriations for
reference books is a serious need. ....... .In order that the
best results may be obtained from the library, it is also
important in the larger schools that there be a trained librarian.
In the smaller school some teacher or teachers should be given
time from their regular program to carry on as well as possible
the work of the librarian." 1
The Library Division of the Department of Education is
greatly interested in the extension and improvement of school
libraries and is always read,' to give advice and aid. It has
compiled several lists for school libraries but is prevented
from giving as active service as it desires by lack of money,
time and assistants. The department can recommend only and
cannot require that a library be a regular feature of every
school
.
l) Massachusetts Department of Education. Annual Report, 1925:
Pt. I, p. 11.
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VI B. Summary of Statistics Showing Actual School Library Conditions.
In the Educational Directory for 1931, issued by the
Massachusetts Department of Education, 249 senior and 212
junior high schools are listed. Four hundred and forty-three
of these 461 schools have been studied in respect to library
conditions.? During the past five years, sane slight increase
has been made in the number of schools which measure up to the
tentative standards suggested by the Department of Education
in 1925.^ As yet, however, only a very small proportion of the
secondary schools of the state can be said to have adequate
library facilities.
According to the reports sent in by the schools, 211 of
the 246 senior high schools have libraries.3 One hundred and
seventy-six or 1\% state that the library is open full time
during the school day. At least eight of the libraries are
housed in the general study hall, seven are in class rooms,
and one is in the general office. Sixty-four of the senior
high schools have book collections averaging four books per
pupil for the first 500 pupils enrolled, and one book per pupil over
the 500, but only 14 meet the requirements as given in the
"Certain" report.
Of the 197 junior high schools for which we have reports,
79 have libraries.4 Twenty-three are listed as being placedin
study halls and 2 are in corridors. Two schools report that
}) Massachusetts Department of Education. Annual Report, 1925:
Pt. I, p. 11. 3) Appendix, p. 58-74
2) Appendix, p. 58-107 4) Appendix, p. 95-107
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they have library rooms but that they do not use these rooms,
and 2 are planning to have libraries.
Only 32 of the senior high school and 8 of the junior high
schools ^report that a full-time librarian is in charge of the
school library. In 3 school systems, the school librarian divides
her time between junior and senior high school, and in 5 schools
some library service is given by the local public library. Four
of the librarians listed as full-time librarians have no
teaching schedules but carry various administrative duties.
Ore supervises the preparation for college, normal and textile
schools, 3 are Deans of girls with additional duties such as
supervision of dramatics and of preparation for college, etc.
In 1 case, it is said that the librarian is "present but spends
much time on administrative duties." Only 1 high school^ reports
having both a full-time librarian and an assistant.
Eleven of the high school librarians have had a full year's
course in an accredited library school; 17 have had either short
courses in normal schools, sunnier schools, in public library
training classes, or have had some experience in public libraries.
The others had had neither training nor experience when appointed
to their present positions. Twenty-nine of the 32 full-time
librarians in the senior high schools give library instruction
and 4 report that they are conducting library service clubs.
4
Twelve belong to the American Library Association. All of the
full-time librarians are in schools which have enrolments of
more than 200.
1) Appendix, p. 75-94
2) Appendix, p. 95
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In the smaller schools and in most of the larger schools,
the library has been placed in charge of a teacher without
library training or experience. One high school has engaged a
librarian who gives 5/6 of her time to the library and l/6 to
the teaching of history. Three teachers who are carrying
schedules of from 17-25 hours a week have been sufficiently
interested in their library work to take summer sch ool courses
in this field* In a few schools the programs of the teachers
assigned to the libraries have been lightened but in the
majority of schools the supervision of the libraryr is added to
the already heavy burden of the teacher. In the latter case,
as little as l/40 of the time, or less than one hour a week,
may be given to the library. In 3 schools the work is divided
between two teachers. In 7 other schools the principal reports
that he is in charge. In 5 schools all of the teachers in turn
are assigned to the library. Twelve school libraries are cared
for by students. Two are conducted by clerks. The school
experience of the teacher librarians varies all the way from
none at all to 48 years.
Twenty-one of the schools having more than 500 pupils meet
the "Certain" requirements in respect to the seating capacity
of the library. In the smaller schools the library is usually
in the study hall, a procedure not recommended since it means
that there is less access to books, that greater formality
exists, and that the interest of the librarian is divided.
Only 4 schools with enrolments of more than 1000, have
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rooms seating 5% of the pupils. In one of these the attendance
is limited at least l/3 because the librarian feels that it is
impossible to have more than 80 or 90 pupils in the room at one
time, unless she has sane assistance.
Some of the school librarians are doing excellent work and
are making their libraries the center of the school even though
they are hampered by lack of books, money, assistants, and room.
There is not one school library in Massachusetts, however, which
can be classed with the outstanding school libraries of the
country. Before the Massachusetts high school libraries can
take a high rank it will be necessary to arouse a library con-
sciousness among school boards, superintendents, principals,
teachers, pupils, and parents. Something has been accomplished
through the annual reports of the Massachusetts Department of
Education, which have stressed again and again the value of well-
chosen collections of books. A more vigorous campaign is needed.
A small per capita grant from the state, carefully guarded
and restricted, would encourage school authorities to build up
the libraries. This method has proved helpful in the last few
years in Iowa and Wisconsin and would be as welcome in
Massachusetts . ^ The appointment of a supervisor of school
libraries as a member of the staff of the Department would
stimulate their development. As the state library commission
is now known as the Library Division of the Department of Education
this appointment should not be difficult to effect.
l) A. L. A. Education Committee. School library year book number two,
p. 52-56.
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The qualifications and duties of the Supervisor should be
clearly defined. She should be a mature person with good judgement,
with an educational background and experience equivalent to that
of the average principal and superintendent with whom she will
work. She should be a graduate of a fully accredited library
school and should have had adequate and successful experience as
a high school librarian or as a head of a department for work with
schools in same well-organized library. She should have a sound
knowledge of educational methods and principles as well as of
the technical skills of the library profession.
Her duties at first would be chiefly inspirational and
later advisory. Until Massachusetts requires certification of
teachers in other than state-aided schools or classifies the
schools according to the grade of work done by them, the super-
visor can not make positive requirements but she can work out
definite standards and encourage the schools to work toward them.
The supervisor should inspect and approve of the library facilities
in schools requesting state aid.
Through visits to schools, through addresses at teachers'
meetings, through articles in school magazines, and through
personal conferences, the supervisor can aid in making the book
collections, in the planning of rooms and equipment, and in the
selection of the librarians. Many of the principals are desirous
of having school libraries and would welcome the assistance of a
supervisor who would work with them in arousing the interest of
the superintendent and the board.
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The situation is not peculiar to Massachusetts. Similar
conditions are to be found in certain other states. Massachusetts,
however, has a fine tradition to uphold and, instead of lagging
behind with the more backward, states, she should be forging ahead,
a leader, not a follower.
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APPENDIX
Tables showing library facilities in
the high schools of Massachusetts
and the training and qualifications
of the high school librarians.
.
1. Tables of statistics for senior
high schools giving statistics
of library rooms, collections
and hours of library service.
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3. Tables for junior high schools
showing library facilities in
the junior high schools of
Massachusetts.
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